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Introduction 
It is well known that for any (small) category J, the category EnsJ of functors 
from J into the category of sets, is Cartesian closed (in fact it is an elementary topos, 
see for example Lawvere [l] or Tierney [4]). An exercise in MacLane [3, p. 961 
suggests that a functor category KJ is Cartesian closed whenever K is Cartesian 
closed; however, it is not difficult to find isolated counter-examples to this (as 
indicated by changes in the exercise in later editions of the book). The motivation 
for this paper was to give a systematic treatment of those situations in which KJ 
inherits from K the property of Cartesian closedness. 
The main results are the following: IfK is complete and Cartesian closed then KJ is 
Cartesian closedfor all J; moreover, exponentiation in KJ is explicitly constructed by 
forming certain limits in K. Call a category J right-finite whenever, for each object 
A of J, there are, up to isomorphism under A, only finitely many morphisms with 
domain A. If J is right-finite then KJ is Cartesian closed for all Cartesian closed K; 
this is proved by showing that for such J the above-mentioned limits are essentially 
finite. For the case that J is a partially ordered set, right-finiteness is both a 
necessary as well as a sufficient condition for KJ to be Cartesian closed for all 
Cartesian closed K. 
This paper is divided into three sections. The first deals with the case that both J 
and K are partially ordered sets; here, right-finiteness for J means just that every 
principal filter is finite, and K being Cartesian closed means that it is a relatively 
pseudo-complemented meet-semilattice. A very simple argument is pr~esented 
showing that for such K, if either J is right-finite or K is complete then KJ is 
Cartesian closed. Further, it is proved that if J is not right-finite then for every 
countably incomplete Boolean algebra B, BJ is not Cartesian closed. Section two is 
devoted to proving the main result (Proposition 3); as an application we see that for 
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each complete, Cartesian closed category K, the category of all K-valued sheaves on 
any topological space is also Cartesian closed. One of the simplest examples of a 
Cartesian closed category which is not complete is the category FEns of finite sets; 
the last section investigates the Cartesian closedness of categories FEnsJ. If J is a 
partially ordered set which is not right-finite, then FEnsJ is not Cartesian closed; this 
provides a second proof that for partially ordered sets J, right-finiteness is a 
necessary condition for KJ to be Cartesian closed whenever K is. Several additional 
examples of non-right-finite categories J for which FEnsJ is not Cartesian closed are 
presented. However, any attempt to prove that right-finiteness of J is always a 
necessary condition for KJ to be Cartesian closed whenever K is, cannot use FEns as 
a “test-object”; the final item provides examples of categories J which are not right- 
finite but for which FEnsJ is Cartesian closed. 
The reader is referred to MacLane [3] for all category-theoretic background 
needed for this paper. 
1. Partially ordered sets 
In [his section, K and J will always be partially ordered @.o.) sets; then the 
functor category K” is just the set of all order-preserving maps from J into K with 
the “component-wise” order. Products in K are meets (greatest lower bounds), and 
K has exponentiation iff it is relatively pseudo-complemented, i.e., for all a, b E K, 
there is a largest element XE K with xAac b; x= b”=a-*b is the relative psuedo- 
complement of a with respect to b. Note that if a non-empty A-semilattice is 
relatively pseudo-complemented then it has a largest element (= terminal object) 
given by a-*a for any element a, and so is Cartesian closed. One comment in passing: 
these remarks show that a lattice with a smallest element 0 is Cartesian closed iff it is 
a Heyting algebra; in particular each Boolean algebra is Cartesian closed, with 
exponentiation given by ba= a-b = a’vb where a’ is the Boolean complement of a. 
Assume now that K is a relatively pseudo-complemented A-semilattice. Then for 
each p.o. set J, the set KJ of order-preserving maps from J to K is closed under 
formation of pointwise meets, and hence forms a A-semilattice, so that it is Cartesian 
closed iff it is relatively pseudo-complemented. 
Proposition 1. KJ is relatively pseudo-complemented iff for all f, g E KJ, and alf 
p E J, the set {f(q)-+g(q) jp 5 q E J} has a meet, and then 
cf-q)@)=Af(q)-‘g(q) 03sqE J). 
Proof. (-) Suppose for A g E KJ that all the indicated meets exist, and define 
cf-g)@) = Af(q)+g(q) @S q E J). Thenf-+g is obviously an order preserving map 
from J into K, and for each p 
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so that Cf-g)Aflg. It remains to show that if heKJ and hAfzzg then hsf+g. 
However, if hAf <g then for all p~q in J 
and so h(p) (f(q)+g(q); consequently 
h@)sA.f(qPg(q) @aqcJ) 
which proves that hlf-g. 
(e). Suppose KJ is relatively pseudo-complemented, and consider ftg E KJ and 
pcJ. Since Cf-+g)Aflg it follows that cf+g)(q)Af(q)Sg(q) and so (f-g)(q)5 
f(q)-+g(q) for all q E J. Consequently for pi q in J 
and so (f-g)@) is a lower bound of the indicated set. To see that it is the greatest 






Then h is clearly order-preserving, and for all qE J, h(q)Af(q)Sg(q) and conse- 
quently h sf+g which implies that x= h(p) I cf-g)(p), as required. 
Since the only isomorphisms in J are identity maps, J is right-finite iff for all 
pi J, {qE J )qzp} is finite, and so the following is an immediate consequence of 
the proposition. 
Corollary. If either K is complete or J is right-finite then KJ is relatively pseudo- 
complemented. 
Proposition 2. If J is not right-finite, then for every countably incomplete Boolean 
algebra B, BJ is not relatively pseudo-complemented. 
Proof. Let (b;)iEw be a countable decreasing sequence in B for which there is no 
meet. In the following, o is the countable increasing chain of natural numbers 
0<1<2<*** and o + 1 is w with a largest element w adjoined. The proof proceeds 
by consideration of several cases. 
Case I. There is an order-embedding e: w + 1-J. 
Since w + 1 is complete, and hence injective as a p.o. set, (see Banaschewski- 
Bruns [l]), there is an order-preserving retraction r : J -+ w + 1. Let f, g : w + 1-B be 
defined by: f(n) = b; and g(n) = 0 for each n E w, and f(w) = g(w) = 1. 
Since 
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and the latter set has no meet in B, it follows from Proposition 1 that there is no 
relative pseudo-complement of fr with respect to gr in BJ. 
Case 2. There is an order-embedding e : o *J but no order-embedding o + l+J. 
Then define r : J+o by r@) =V(n E o le(n)_cp}; these joins are always finite 
since otherwise there would be an order-embedding w + l-J, and so this gives an 
order-preserving retraction of J to o. Definef and g : w~J just as in Case 1 (with 
f(w) and g(o) omitted); then the same argument as the one used there shows that 
there is no relative pseudo-complement of fr with respect to gr in BJ. 
Case 3. There is an order-embedding e: w + l* -+J (where ( )* indicates the 
order-dual). 
Since o+ l* is complete as p.o. set, there is an order-preserving retraction 
r:J-‘o~+l*. Define f, g :w+ l*-+B by: f(n)= 1, g(n)=bn for ail LEO, 
f(w) = g(w) = 0. Then 
(fr(gPg4q) j e(o) 5 4 E J> = {f(n)-g(n) t n E (0 + l)*l 
={b,(nEO]U{l) 
which does not have a meet in B, and thus we see that fr does not have a relative 
pseudo-complement in BJ with respect to gr. 
Case 4. There is an order-embedding e: M-+J, where M is the lattice consisting 
of countably many incomparable elements ao, at, a2, . . . and a smallest element 0 and 
a largest element 1. 
Since M as a p.o. set is complete, there is an order-preserving retraction r : J-M. 
Now define f, g : M+B as follows: f(1) =g( 1) = 1, f(0) =g(O) =0, and f(a,,) = 1 and 
g(an) = b, for all n. Then 
which does not have a meet, and this shows that there is no relative pseudo- 
complement of fr with respect o gr in BJ. 
Case 5. None of the conditions defining the first four cases are satisfied. 
Since J has at least one principal filter which is infinite, this must mean that there 
is an order-embedding M-J (where M is the p.o. set obtained from M by removing 
the largest element), but no order-embedding MdJ and no infinite chains above any 
element of J. But in this case there must be an element ,UE J which has countably 
many maximal elements p,, (n E w) above it; define e: M-J by e(0) =p and 
e(a,) =pn, then we obtain an order-preserving retraction r: J-M by mapping pn to 
an and everything else to p, and now an argument analogous to the one in Case 4 
shows that BJ is not relatively pseudo-complemented, completing the proof. 
Note that for any p.o. set H and any small category J, there is a p.o. set P such 
that the categories HJ and HP are equivalent. P is obtained from J as follows: define 
a quasi-order _( on the objects of J by A rB iff there is at least one morphism A+B; 
then take P the quotient of this quasi-ordered set under the equivalence A -B iff 
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A s B and BsA, with the partial order induced from the quasi-order on J. Thus the 
above discussion also gives criteria for the Cartesian closedness of HJ for arbitrary J 
and relatively pseudo-complemented A-semilattices H. 
2. Proofs 
Recall that two morphisms f and g with the same domain, A, are isomorphic 
under A iff there is an isomorphism u with uf =g. As stated in the introduction, J is 
called right-finite iff for each object A of J there are, up to isomorphism under A, 
only finitely many maps with domain A. One comment on notation: for a category 
K and objects X, YE K, (X, Y)K is the set of K-morphisms from X to Y. 
Throughout this section, K will be a Cartesian closed category. Then for any small 
category J, since limits in KJ are computed “component-wise” from the corres- 
ponding limits in K, KJ is finitely complete, and has a specified binary product 
functor and terminal object because K does. Thus to show KJ is Cartesian closed it 
suffices to define, for each F: J+K, a functor ( )F: KJdKJ such that for all G, 
HE KJ, there is a natural equivalence 
(Hx F, G)KJ= (I-l, GF)~~. 
With this in mind, we are ready to proceed to the following. 
Proposition 3. For any Cartesian closed category K and any small category J, if 
either K is complete or J is right-finite then KJ is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. For each object A E J define a category JA (which can loosely be described as 
a directed bipartite graph) as follows: the set of objects of JA is 
(fcJldom f=A)U{V;g)/dom f=A,cod f=domg) 
where dom f and cod f are, respectively, the domain and codomain off, and we 
assume for convenience that the above union is disjoint. 
For each composable pair cf,g) E J,.I there are JA-morphisms u/;,: f-V;g) and 
v/.~: gf-+v,g) and these, together with the identity morphisms, constitute all the 
morphisms of the category JA. 
For functors F, G: J-K define, for each A E J, a functor DFGA : J.4 +K as 
follows, where the indicated exponentiation is taken in K: 
For each f: A -+ B in J, DFcA f = GBFB and for each composable pair f: A ‘B, 
g:BdCof maps in J, 
DFGACfr g) = GCFB, 
DF~‘(~A UJ~= GgFB : GBFB + GCFB, 
DFGA VJ- = GCFg : GCFC+GCFB. 
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Now suppose that K is complete, and let 
~rf: GFA-,GBFB for each f: A-B in J. 
GFA =I@ DFG.~. with limit maps 
f:A-B, 
for g : B-C’, 
h : C+D. 
Since, for allf: A+B, g : BdC, h : C+D in J, GhFcnd= GDFhnhs/it follows that 
there is an unique map GFf: GFA+GFB such that ngGFg = rrsf (where rrg : G’;B+ 
GBFB is the limit map produced in the construction of GFB). 
It is clear that this yields a functor G F: J-K, and moreover, that this describes 
the object part of a functor ( )F: KJdKJ; all that remains is to show that this has 
the required property of exponentiation. 
Suppose, for F, G, HE KJ, that @ : Hx F--G is a natural transformation. For 
each A E J and each f: A-+B in J there is a morphism of : HA+GBFg 
corresponding, via the exponentiation in K, to the morphism @B(HJxFB) : HA x 
FB-, GB, and for each g : B+ C in J, the identity GgFBa,= GCFgrsd is a consequence 
of the commutativity of the following diagram. 
HAxFB- HfwFO HBxFB -%+ GB 
HAxFg cg 
1 1 
HAxFC- (Hd’xFc HCxFC---% GC 
Thus there is a unique morphism YA : HA+GFA such that n,Y,-t = of for each 
f: A-B in J, and it is straightforward to verify that this gives a natural trans- 
formation !P : H-+ CF. 
On the other hand, given a natural transformation Y: H-G{ let @A : HA X 
FA*GA be the morphism corresponding, via exponentiation in K, to the morphism 
HA yA ’ @A & GAFA 
Then the fact that Q, is a natural transformation H x F+G follows from the 
commutativity of the following diagram for all f: A-B, g : B+C in J. 
HB - GFB - GBFB 
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It is straightforward to check that these two procedures are inverse to one 
another, and thus that this yields a natural correspondence (Hx F, G)I? = (H, GF)~~, 
as required. 
Now drop the completeness hypothesis on K, and assume instead that J is right- 
finite; as mentioned in the introduction we will see that this implies for all F, GE KJ 
and A E J that the limit of DFGA is essentially finite, and so the same construction as 
before yields exponentiation in KJ, in exact analogy with the situation for p.o. sets 
in Section 1. 
Let S be a representative set of isomorphism types of J-morphisms out of A, and 
for each f : A -+ B let u/be an isomorphism with u/f~ S. For each f : A + B in S, let S/ 
be a representative set of isomorphism types of morphisms out of B. Let J> be the 
full subcategory of JA whose set of objects is SU {v, u&g) 1 g E Sf}. Since JA is finite, 
we may define E = I& DFGA /J>, with limit maps nf: E+ GBFB for each f: A 4B 
in S. 
Now for an arbitrary morphism f: A-B in J, define 
n_/-= (Gu/ ‘)F”,nu,f: A -+GBFB; 
then for all g: B+C, the identity GgFBr/= GCF+rd follows from the fact that 
Gg’FEny = GCFg’n,. where f’ = uff and g’ = ugfguf ‘. 
Consequently E is the limit of DFGA, as promised. 
Remark 1. The argument appearing in the above proof actually suffices to prove a 
somewhat more general result. Suppose T: Kx K-+K is any functor with the 
property that, for each object B of K there is a functor E(B, -) which is right adjoint 
to 7( -, B). (In our case T was Cartesian product; tensor multiplication provides 
another example.) Then by defining T “component-wise” on the functor category 
KJ we obtain a functor TJ: KJ x KJ+KJ, and the above argument shows that if 
either K is complete or J is right-finite then there is, for each functor F: J+K, a 
functor from KJ to KJ which is right adjoint to TJ(F, -). 
Remark 2. A generalization in a different direction is obtained by replacing 
“finite” by “m-small” as follows: for an infinite regular number m, call a category 
J right m-small if, for each object A E J there are, up to isomorphism under A, fewer 
than m morphisms with domain A. Then if K is a Cartesian closed category which is 
m-complete (i.e. all limits of diagrams involving fewer than m arrows exist in K) and 
if J is right m-small then KJ is Cartesian closed. A modification of the proof of 
Proposition 2 will show that for p.o. sets J and K this criterion is necessary as well as 
sufficient. 
Remark 3. In the proof of Proposition 3, GFA was constructed as the limit of a 
certain functor, DFGA. If both J and K are p.o. sets this reduces to the construction 
of exponentiation in KJ in Proposition 1. In that case there was a converse: if KJ had . 
exponentiation then the limit of DFGA existed for all F, GE KJ and A E J, and GFA 
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was necessarily that limit. I do not know whether this converse is true in general. 
Certainly for any Cartesian closed K if KJ has exponentiation then for all F, GE KJ 
and A E J there are, for all f: A-B in J, naturally arising morphisms df : G’;A -* 
GBFB such that for all g : B+C, GgFBdf=GCFgdu; in fact df= Y’rjo(GFfx FB) 
where Y: GFx F-G is the natural transformation corresponding, via expon- 
entiation in KJ, to the identity transformation GF-+GF. What is not clear is whether 
GFA, with these maps df, is necessarily the limit of DFGA. 
There is one rather special situation, besides where both J and K are p.o. sets, in 
which this is indeed the case: if K is any Cartesian closed category with an initial 
object 0 and J is a p.o. set and KJ has exponentiation then GFA with these maps dfis 
the limit of DFo.4. This can be seen as follows: if for some XEK there are 
morphisms q/ : X+GBFB for each f: A-B in J such that GgF8qy= GBFgqd for all 
f :A -B, g : B-C in J, then define a functor H: J-K by 
and for f: B+C in J, Hf is the identity map on X if A I B and is the unique map 
04FC otherwise. Also for each BE J, define !?B : HB x FB-+GB as follows: if there 
is a morphism f: A+B in J then y/B is the K-morphism corresponding to qj : X- 
GBFB via the exponentiation in K, and otherwise Ye is the unique map O+GB. It is 
straightforward to check that this yields a natural transformation !P: Hx FdG and 
then, for the associated natural transformation @J : H-+GF we have @A : X+GF& 
and d@A = q/for all f: A-+B in J. This shows that GFA is indeed the limit of DFGA, 
as required. 
Remark 4. As mentioned in the introduction, this theorem can be applied to 
produce exponentiation in sheaf categories. For a category K and a complete lattice 
L, the category of K-vafuedpresheaves on L is just the functor category KL’ (L* the 
dual of L). If K is complete and Cartesian closed then the above theorem provides 
exponentiation in KL*. A functor F: L* +K is a sheaf iff, whenever a=Vni (icl) in 
L, the diagram 
Fa 4 II F(ad e J,F(aiAaj) rel 
is an equalizer in K (see Tierney [4]). Here q, r and s are determined as follows: 
writing F(b+c) for the image under F of the map b&c in L, 
piq = F(ai+a), 
p,y=F(aiAai’a;)pi and p$=F(a;~aj*aj)pj, 
where pi: flF(ai)+ai and po: flF(aiAaj)dF(aiAai) are the projections. The 
category Shx(L) of K-valued sheaves on L is the full subcategory of KL’determined 
by the sheaves. 
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If L is the lattice of open subsets of a topological space X then the above is just a 
rephrasing of the familiar “patching” condition used in the definition of a sheaf on 
X; in this case one usually writes ShK(X) for Shk(L). In the category of set-valued 
sheaves on a topological space X, the existence of exponentiation can be obtained by 
noting that for presheaves F and G, GF is a sheaf provided G is (see Tierney [4]). 
This result generalizes to K-valued sheaves on any frame L, i.e., any complete lattice 
L satisfying the distributivity law 
aAVai= VOAai (iE I) 
for all index sets I and all choices of the aiE L. 
Proposition 4. For a complete, Cartesian closed category K, a frame L, and K- 
valued presheaves F and G on L, GF is a sheaf whenever G is, and consequently 
Sh k( L) is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Suppose a = Va; (ie I) in L and that for some XE K, there is a morphism 
f: X+ n GF(a,) which equalizes the two relevant maps fl GF(ai)+ n GF(air\ai). 
For each 6EL with 6la 
b=br\Vai= V bAa,= V bi 
(El rcl 
where hi= bAa,. Now recall from the proof of the theorem that GF(ai) was 
constructed as the limit of DFG.GA, and so there is a limit map di: GF(a;)-G(bfoJ 
corresponding to the map bi+ai in L. Let d: fl GF(ar)-+ fl G(bi)flb’ be the product of 
the morphisms 
and let 
q : n G(bi)“) +( fl G(bi))F’b’ 
be the natural isomorphism resulting from the fact that ( )fl@ being a right adjoint, 
preserves limits. Analogously, there is a morphism 
e 1 n GF(aiAai)+ fl G(biAbj)F(‘cb) 
and an isomorphism 
producing commuting rectangles in the following diagram. 
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x- IIGF(a,) a n GF(a;l\a;) 
fl G(bi)flb' ( (n G(biAbj))F'b) 
However, since G is a sheaf, and ( )Fb preserves limits, 
G6Fb-+(,G(,;)) flb’=((,G(,iA6j))flb’ 
is an equalizer, and this yields a morphism fb : X+GbFb. It is straightforward to 
check that for all cc b 5 a in f., 
G(c--+b)Fb= Gb”c’b)fr 
and thus, since GF(a) is the limit of the diagram described in the proof of the 
theorem, this yields the required morphism X-GF(a). 
Remark 5. It has been mentioned several times that the proof of Proposition 3 
actually gives an explicit construction of exponentiation in the functor category KJ; 
this can sometimes be used to give simple descriptions of exponentiation in KJ for 
special categories J. For example, if J is a group then it is clearly right-finite since it 
has only one object, A say, and all the morphisms in the category are isomorphic to 
the identity map on A. Thus for functors F, G : J-K, GF,4 = GAE4 and the group 
action is given by GFs = GsFS-] for each s E J. 
3. Exponentiation in categories of functors into finite sets 
The category FEns of finite sets is Cartesian closed but not complete; in this 
section we investigate to what extent the right-finiteness of J is a necessary condition 
for FEnsJ to be Cartesian closed. The next proposition will be a useful tool in this 
pursuit. 
Proposition 5. If J has finite horn sets then FEns’ has exponentiation iff it is closed 
with respect o the e.uponentiation i Ens’. 
Proof. The sufficiency of this condition is obvious. The converse depends on the 
fact rhat for each A E J, the representable functor (A, -) : J+Ens actually maps into 
FEns. Suppose FEnsJ has exponentiation. For functors F, G : J+FEns let G*F and 
GF be the result of exponentiation in FEnsJ and EnsJ respectively. Then for each 
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A E J, the following sequence of natural isomorphisms gives the desired result: 
G*FA=((A, -),G*‘)EMJ=((A, -),G*F)~~ns~ 
= ((A, - ) x F, G)FE~~J = ((A, - ) x F, G)E”~J 
=((A,-),@)cs~=@A. 
Here, the first and last isomorphisms result from the Yoneda Lemma, the second 
and fourth from the fact that all functors under consideration belong to FEnsJ 
which is a full subcategory of EnsJ, and the third and fifth are consequences of the 
properties of exponentiation in FEnsJ and EnsJ respectively. 
Corollary. If J is a 13.0. set which is not right finite then FEnsJ is not Cartesian 
closed. 
Proof. Let UEJ with [a,~)={b~J]a<b) infinite. Let F:J-+FEns map each 
object of J to the two-element set {O, l} and each non-identity morphism of J to the 
constant map with value 0. The construction of exponentiation in EnsJ given in 
Proposition 3 gives FF(a) as the set of natural transformations from FI [a, -) to 
itself (see also Tierney [4]). However, for each t,za, if @b: Fb-Fb is either of the 
two maps from (0, 1) to itself mapping 0 identically, then @ is a natural transfor- 
mation from Fj [a, -) to itself, and consequently the cardinality of FF(a) is at least 
2”o. 
Next let us turn to the question of exponentiation in categories of the form FEns>’ 
for a monoid M. Here Proposition 5 is of no help since if M has finite horn sets then 
it is finite. The following result provides a large class of monoids M for which 
FEnsM does not have exponentiation. 
Proposition 6. If M is a monoid in which st = 1 implies s = t = 1 and for which there 
is no finite bound on the cardinaiities of its finite quotients then FEnsS1 is not 
Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Let B be the M-set on (0, 1) with the action by each element # 1 given by the 
constant map with value 0. 
For any finite M-set A there is a finite quotient C of M with iCi>JA j. Then C, as 
an M-set with the canonical M-action given by the quotient map M-C, is singly 
generated, and hence there are at most /A, M-set morphisms from C to A. 
On the other hand, any set map f: Cx B-B with f(c, 0) = 0 for all CE C is an M- 
set morphism, and there are at least 2 c such maps. 
This shows that for each finite M-set ,-I there is a finite M-set C with more 
morphisms Cx B-B than there are from C to A, and hence FEnsM does not have 
exponentiation. 
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Examples of monoids satisfying the hypothesis of the above proposition are all 
free monoids, and all infinite A-semilattices with 1. 
On the other hand, if M is a monoid with no non-trivial finite quotients then 
FEns”=FEns and hence is Cartesian closed; however it is not clear whether there 
exist such monoids which are not right finite. 
There is one more type of example to be considered here which is a slight 
modification of functor categories K ti. For any monoid M, let JAI be the category 
with two objects A and B, with endomorphisms SA : A +A for SE M such that s--S.A 
is an isomorphism of M with the endomorphism monoid of A, and morphisms 
SE: A -, B, with composition given by sots = (st)s. Since the only endomorphism of 
B is the identity map, JM is right-finite if and only if M is finite. Note, by the way, 
that J&is always right-finite if M is a group. 
For functors F, GE FEnsJy a natural transformation @ : F-G is just an M-set 
morphism @A : FA+GA and a set map @B: FB--+GB such that Gee@,4 = @eFe& for 
e the unit of M. With this in mind, the proof of the next proposition is similar to 
that of the last one. 
Proposition 7. If M is a monoid which has no finite bound on the size of its finite 
quotients then FEnsJ.w is not Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Let F: J.w-+FEns be the functor such that FA is the M-set on (41) with 
trivial action, FB= (0,l) and Fes: FA-FB is the constant map with value 0. 
Suppose FEnsJv has exponentiation, and let N be a finite quotient of M with IN( > 
JF’AI. Let H: J.w+FEns be the functor with HA =N(with the M-action determined 
by the quotient map M-+N), HB=N, and Hes the identity map. For any natural 
transformation Y : H-F< since Hea is an isomorphism, y/s is completely 
determined by YA. Consequently, because N is singly generated as an M-set, the 
number of natural transformations H-FFis at most (FFA (. On the other hand, if 
@A : HA x FA+Fd is any constant map, and if @B: HB x FBdFB is any set map 
with @B(x, 0) = 0 for all xe HB then @ is a natural transformation Hx FdF. Since 
@B can be chosen arbitrarily on HBx {I], there are at least 2 “1 such natural 
transformations. This leads to the conclusion that 2 N I/N/, and this contradiction 
shows that FEnsJvdoes not have exponentiation. 
Finally, the following proposition provides the promised examples of categories J 
which are not right-finite but for which the categories FEnsJ are Cartesian closed. 
Proposition 8. If M is any infinite monoid with no non-trivial finite quotients Cfor 
example, any infinite simple group) then FEns Jv is Cartesian closed, but J,M is not 
right-finite. 
Proof. For any functor f: J,w+FEns, the M-set action on FA must be trivial, and 
consequently the category FEnsJ v is isomorphic to FEns’, 2 the two-element chain, 
and this category is Cartesian closed by Proposition 3. 
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Two problems remain: 
(1) If K and KS are Cartesian closed then (see Remark 3) for all F, GE KJ and all 
A E J, G%l is a “lower bound” for the diagram DFGA; is it always the limit? 
(2) If KJ is Cartesian closed whenever K is Cartesian closed, must J be right-finite? 
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